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BC pledges support in time of uncertainty
By Morgan Park
Reporter

Bakersfield College president
Sonya Christian took to the BC
Delano Campus to make a public statement addressing the college’s undocumented students on
Nov. 21, given uncertainty following the Nov. 8 election.
“I understand that many of
these students are considering
dropping their spring courses
with the hope of becoming invisible in response to the fear that
they, their friends or their families may be taken away from
their homes and schools and taken out of the United States.
“Students, let me make something very clear: Bakersfield

College stands with you,” Christian said.
Christian emphasized the importance of education, and urged
students to follow through with
their classes.
“Our dedication to education
is unconditional, constant, and
unwavering,” she said.
“The reason we are here today
is not political one way or another. This is neither the time nor
the place. Do not diminish what
we do by making it a means to
another end. We are here to support the mission of Bakersfield
College. We are here to simply
support our students, and we are
here to affirm that education is a
right for all.”
Christian made clear that BC’s
stance is one of inclusion, cit-

ing the diversity of the college’s
staff, faculty and student body.
Speaking directly to undocumented students, Christian said,
“we are here for you and we will
do what it takes so you can stay
focused on your studies, focused
on your education, and work toward the goal of graduation.
“I ask you to attend your fall
classes, and register for your
spring courses. Do not disappear.”
Christian closed by pledging
to students and faculty alike to
affirm and support the college’s
diverse student body in the future.
“Bakersfield College is and
will always be a place of hope,
transformation, diversity, acceptance and dreams.”
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BC president Sonya Christian announces support at the BC Delano Campus on Nov. 21.

BC professors
surprised by
Trump’s win
By Veronica Morley
Reporter
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While some students prefer to work alone, others gather and form study groups to prepare for finals next week.

Students share studying methods
By Daulton James Jones
Reporter

This semester is coming to
a close, which means that project deadlines, last chance extra
credit opportunities, and finals
are right around the corner as
well. With that being said, preparation is a must. Whether that be
holding a big group study session with friends and classmates
or centering yourself by doing
yoga. Prepping for finals is necessary.
Natalie Jones, 18, is a first
semester BC student, and is preparing for finals with her friends
by her side. It’s a tradition they
have.
“All through high school my
friends and I started this finals
tradition. We would go to someone house and make dinner.
Then we would study for finals
together,” she said. “It’s the most
fun thing to do, and we actually
end up doing well on our finals.”
Fellow BC student Nicole
Harris has similar study habits
when it comes to approaching finals. “I’m all about group work,”
she said. “I get about five of six
of us together from my class
and invite them to my house.
We meet up, eat, maybe drink a
little. Then we give everyone a
job for what they are supposed to
do. Then we all come together at
the end and share with each other
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Studying students fill the library as they prepare for finals and the end of the semester.
what we have. This makes everything easier,” Harris said. This
seems to be a common thing for
students, but not every student
feels this way.
Students like Roger Smith
and Monica Ortega don’t feel
that working with friends or in
groups will help them study for
finals.
They feel like studying and
preparing alone is the only way
you can guarantee you’ll get everything covered.
“I don’t like studying with other people,” Smith said. “I never
actually get to understand my
finals studying when I’m with
other people. It’s like we spend

the whole entire time talking
then get nothing done.”
“Yeah, or they make you do
all the work. Every time I’m in
a group project or studying I
end up being the only one actually doing anything. It sucks,
so I might as well work alone,”
Ortega added.
If studying with friends, and
studying alone doesn’t really
work for you, BC is offering
some other options to get you
ready for finals.
From Nov. 28 through Dec.
1 in the Grace Van Dyke Bird
Library, BC will be hosting DeStress Fest.
It’s a four-day festival with

events ranging from yoga to petting dogs.
“De-Stress fest is great. It’s
happening during cool down
week before finals week. The
library is doing a bunch of cool
stuff, and so is Fit Mind Body,”
said Pablo Cervantes, president
of the Fit Mind Body club.
Fit Mind Body, the Student
Government Association, Student Health Center, Inner BodyWork, and Marley’s Mutts all
came together to host this event.
On Nov. 30, SGA is hosting a
gingerbread decorating class.
On Dec. 1, there will also be
therapy dogs donated by Marley’s Mutts.

This last election season
drew out a great deal of attention, reaction and outrage.
Since Election Day concluded
with the announcement of
Donald Trump as the new President-elect, protests and riots
have ensued in multiple cities
and universities throughout the
country and social media. Two
Bakersfield College professors
weighed in with their professional opinions and views on
the election and the current
President-elect.
According to BC’s political science professor Edward
Borgens, “As the new president, Mr. Trump needs to set a
good example of focusing on
positive messages and finding
common ground with political
opponents.”
Borgens was one of the many
who was surprised by the news
of Trump’s victory. “Even on
the day of the election, it was
predicted by most pollsters that
he would lose both the Electoral College vote and the national
popular vote.” Based on exit
polls, Trump overwhelmingly
won the votes of whites without college degrees and white
working class who were able to
push him over the edge.
“Given the lower turnout this
time from previous recent Presidential elections, Clinton was
not able to win enough votes in
the Rust Belt states like Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, etc.
Usually lower turnout gives
Republicans a better chance for
success, since Democrats currently outnumber Republicans
in the United States, and predominantly Democratic supporters like young people and
lower income citizens don’t
vote as often as older, wealthier
voters.”
In states such as Pennsylvania and Florida where it was
projected early on that Clinton
would have the higher lead in
votes, surges in white working
class voters and strong focus
from Trump wiped out any lead
Clinton had hoped to maintain.
Reactions to Trump’s election have been publicized
throughout media. Negativity
toward the new President-elect
spans from peaceful protests to
violent riots in the streets.

“It is unfortunate that many
citizens rioted in the big cities
after the election,” said Borgens. “Violence is not the answer, and rioting on either side
will not help us heal from this
divisive election.”
“With regard to the negative
reaction VP-elect Mike Pence
received when attending the
Hamilton performance, I don’t
think it was appropriate that
the audience booed him and
that the Hamilton cast reprimanded Pence and Trump for
their issue stands. I also think
that Trump was hyper-sensitive
in lashing out at the crowd and
the cast on Twitter. He needs to
work on not being so defensive
as he becomes president. People do have freedom of speech,
and sometimes people may
disagree and say unkind things
about each other.”
Since the election many have
spoken out about their frustrations and fear for the future
of this country. Some have
discussed the necessities of
secession or fleeing to other
countries.
“I do not think California will
secede from the United States
to become its own nation,”
Borgens stated in an email. “I
can understand their frustration
that, for the fifth time in our
history now (1824, 1876, 1888,
2000, and 2016), the person
who won the national popular
vote did not become president.
Maybe Americans will reconsider trying to abolish the Electoral College system and adopt
a direct popular national vote
like most presidential systems
have already.”
Trump, once only thought of
as a real estate tycoon and reality television star, has brought
forth a powerful election race
and come out victorious. Of all
the allegations brought forth
during the election, Trump was
critiqued and praised for his
tendency to speak forthright
and uncensored. This appealed
to many of his supporters when
Trump spoke out against abortion, immigration, and Hillary
Clinton herself. Of course, this
also gained him a great deal
of negative attention when his
comments were construed as
sexist or racist propaganda.
“It is interesting that, so far,
Donald Trump seems to be
backing away from some of
Please see TRUMP, Page 7
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Don’t let
transfers
frustrate
Life Hacks: Tips to dealing
with the typical busy life at BC
School is almost to a close
now. I’m sure I’m not the only
one who is counting down
the days till winter vacation
and calculating the minimum
grades I need to get on my finals to pass
my classes.
Hopefully
everyone
is working
hard, studying and preparing
for Veronica Morley
finals. For
those of you who have not
started studying, may the odds
be ever in your favor. If you
come back from Thanksgiving break and all you did was
eat turkey and watch football,
I hope you enjoy your last
few days of cramming before
the reaper comes.
I guess it’s kind of a mercy
that they plan finals right after
Thanksgiving break. I mean
yeah you have two extra days
to start studying but in reality,
how many people really do
start studying over the break?
I’ll admit I will make myself sit down for at least a
couple hours each day and do
a little work, but I understand
how tempting it is to just relax and eat leftovers. If you
have started studying and feel
prepared for finals, great!
If you’re like me and
you’ve been studying but still
feel like you’re about to walk
into Hogwarts while Dolores
Umbridge was headmaster,
just breathe, we’re almost to
the finish line.
For those of you who are
going to start your last semester here at BC in the spring,
let me give you some advice.
If you have seen my previous
columns, you will know that
this was my last semester and
I am transferring to CSUB for
my Bachelors. However, the
process to transfer was in no
way an easy path. I know that
counselors and professors
always caution you to start
the process as soon as possible, well I’m here to tell you
they’re right!
This semester was infuriating for me. Not because
of my busy schedule, or my
health or my workload. No, it
was all from trying to transfer
to CSUB.
When I came to BC from an
out of state university, I was
given a plan of what classes
to take so I could transfer. I
was also told which classes
from my old school would
transfer here and to CSUB. I
have since followed that plan
perfectly.
So starting my last semester, I went to the counselor’s
office to make sure that I was
set and ready to graduate. I
got all my classes, even extended the amount of units
I could take so I had everything.
So about a month and a half
ago, I try to apply to graduate,
and all of a sudden my degree
path is telling me that I have
not yet completed one of my
required courses.
I went to the counseling office immediately and asked
what was the problem and
for the next three weeks I was
bounced between the counseling and admissions office
without any improvements or
answers.
I spent every day missing
class and waiting to ask if
anything had been done about
my situation. A week before
the deadline for graduation I
was even told by a counselor
that they had been out for two
days so they’d get to it when
they have time.
It wasn’t until the day of
the deadline that everything
finally got fixed. If you are
planning to transfer I’m
warning you, don’t stop until
your application is in and you
have everything ready at your
next university.
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DA reps speak to BC class about law
By Kyle Cortez
Managing Editor
Deputy district attorney David
Wolff came and spoke to Patricia
Smith’s Introduction to Criminal
Justice class, along with Angela Henderson, a paralegal for
the workers’ compensation unit
at the DA’s office, and Kacie
Spenst, a deputy district attorney
for the DA’s office about what
it takes to become a lawyer and
how they got to where they’re at
now.
Wolff started off by saying
that he has prosecuted everything from misdemeanors to
first-degree murder and that he
was elected to be the next Kern
County Superior Court judge
starting in January. His assignment is going to be the CDCR
prison court in Delano, and
they’ll be handling crimes committed by inmates.
Wolff has been a criminal
prosecutor for over 20 years, he
teaches an anti-drug course for
kids, and he also teaches at the
Bakersfield police and sheriff’s
academies.
Wolff went to West Virginia
University because he was living
in West Virginia with his father
and he didn’t have the grades
coming out of high school to go
anywhere else.
He then went to UC Irvine to
take an organic chemistry class
while working a full-time job
and ended up getting a D in the
class. That’s when Wolff decided
that med school wasn’t for him.
He then worked as a vocational
rehabilitation counselor for a
year while trying to figure out
what he wanted to do.
Wolff never wanted to be a
lawyer because he thought the
law was too rigid and he thought
lawyers were jerks. He then applied to a couple law schools and
he got into Pepperdine University and University of the Pacific,
McGeorge School of Law.
“I went to Sacramento because
I already knew that if I went to
Malibu and went to Pepperdine,
I would flunk out my first year
because I would’ve been at the
beach the whole time,” said
Wolff.
Wolff went on to urge the
students to be smart and wise
because everyone who talks to
them is biased.

“Does that mean I’m biased?
Yes, absolutely. Even if I don’t
mean to be, I’m biased. Why?
Well I went to school back on
the East Coast, that’s different from the West Coast. I’m a
white, middle-aged, old, fat, bald
guy. That changes my perception
on the world. What you may not
know about me is I did march in
Washington, D.C., for the Equal
Rights Amendment, which we
lost. I was attacked by the KKK
with a switchblade knife in Italy,
of all places, for standing up for
African Americans’ rights. You
wouldn’t necessarily know that
by just looking at me. Which
means when you first saw me, an
old, fat, middle-aged, white guy
who’s a prosecutor, you might
of thought that all I care about is
white middle-aged folks and that
I don’t care about everybody,
which in fact I do. Which is one
of the many reasons why I love
my job,” said Wolff.
To get into law school, Wolff
said that you have to have good
grades and also have a good
LSAT score.
He said that they’re going to
take your GPA and LSAT (Law
School Admission Test) score
and they’ll give you a number
from one to 5,000. If they can interview 300 people, number one
will be the best score and they’ll
rank them all the way to 300.
He also said to make sure you
prep for the LSAT because you
will fail if you don’t study for it.
Wolff said that you have to
love to read to be a lawyer because he had never read as much
as he did when he was in law
school.
Spenst added that law school
was the hardest three years of her
life.
“I lost friends, I didn’t see my
family, and I never celebrated
my birthday any of those three
years because I was studying.
And I was somebody who my
entire life was pretty lucky because I had gotten good grades
my entire life, so I’m thinking
that I got this. It’s not, it’s hard.
It’s really, really hard and I’m
not telling you that to discourage
you because three hard fought
years paid off. What I always
tell people is you need to get
an internship, you kind of need
to think what kind of law you
want to do, but before you spend
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Above: David Wolff shows off his badge. Below: Wolff speaks to professor Patricia Smith.

an enormous amount of money
that you might never be able to
pay off, before you spend three
years of your life losing friends,
not having holidays and studying
all the time, make sure it’s something you really want to do,” said
Spenst.
Wolff stressed the importance
of being honest in order to get a
law enforcement job.
“The number one thing that
you can do to guarantee you will
not get a job is you lie. Don’t lie
on the application. You will never
get that job. They know, they will
find out. Give us some credit.
We know your background, tell

us,” said Wolff. “They’re going
to talk to your friends, they’re
going to talk to your neighbor,
and they’re going to check your
Facebook. They’re going to do
a search because they want to
hire good people. If you’ve done
something stupid, tell them because if you lie about it, they’re
going to find out and then you
have a credibility issue.”
Wolff also went on to say that
having a law degree allows you
to do anything in the world of
law.
“If I decided that I didn’t want
to do criminal law anymore and
I decided that I’m going to go

fight for the dolphins, tomorrow
I can go start doing environmental law. My law degree allows
me to do anything,” said Wolff.
“Say I decide to change, I have
to know that area of law. So I
have to get the books out and
teach myself, but you are never
limited. If you decided you were
going to do criminal law and you
got a degree in criminal justice,
you went to law school and you
took all the criminal law classes
and passed the Bar and decide ‘I
don’t like this, I want to do family law, I want to do divorce, I
want to stand up for kids,’ go do
it.”

Infamous Black Friday shopping begins
Lines kept
growing outside
of Best Buy
on Rosedale
Highway with
customers eager
to start shopping
after waiting all
night to be in
front of the line
on the day of
Thanksgiving.
PHOTOS BY J.R.
HENSLEY
THE RIP

By Mario Saldaña
Reporter
The holiday season is upon
us, and to start off the holidays
is the return of the infamous
Black Friday, where people will
do anything for deals by waiting
in line for a long amount of time
or missing Thanksgiving with
family for sales on huge priced
items.
Many stores like Target, Best
Buy and Walmart get ready for
this day by releasing advertisements on what they will have for
sale at least three weeks beforehand.
Though Black Friday is infamously known for bringing out
the worst in people, the biggest
stores are trying to do their best
to keep people under control and
make sure they get what they
want without causing any problems.
Most stores opened their doors
at 5 p.m. Nov. 24, Thanksgiving
day, and that runs into another
conflict that makes Black Friday

get a bad reputation: missing out
on Thanksgiving dinner to wait
in line for a sale.
Best Buy, which is always a
big priority for shoppers during
Black Friday because of their
sales on electronics, was one of
the longest lines outside in Bakersfield on Rosedale Highway.
A young couple by the name of
Alex and Jessica showed up to
the line an hour before the store
opened and they had no problem waiting in line and skipping
some of their time with family
since they are getting their gifts
at a great price.
“I think Black Friday is a really good thing because the deals
are good, and if you have a bigger family, you can get all their
gifts cheaper. I’ve been through
Black Friday before, this is my
second one so I know how this
all works,” Alex said.
The line went all the way to
the Foods Co, which is the next
store over.
People at the front of the line
waited overnight in the cold, ei-

ther staying in a tent or just with
blankets and sleeping on a chair
to get their deals.
Amaury Torre, a man from
Mexico who only spoke Spanish,
stayed in a tent overnight with
his family to get the best deals
and was ready to get his shopping list over with.
“The reason why I come here
to buy my stuff is because I can
get a bunch of electronics like
TV’s and a computer at a low
price that I usually wouldn’t be
able to get. Even if it means I
have to stay in a tent at night, I
don’t really mind it,” said Torre.
Another person waiting in line
was a young teenager Mohammad Korin, 17, who stayed outside as well sleeping on a chair
with blankets to keep him warm.
His thoughts on Black Friday
were that it’s way too crazy for
him, but he was prepared for it
since he’s been the last couple of
years.
Before opening the door for
the sales to begin, employees
stepped out of the store to inform

the line that the store would be
opening soon and gave them information on how the line inside
will work.
They started handing people in
line pieces of paper of the items
that they’re waiting for, so they
can redeem the item they want
without fighting.
Though the process was a
little effective, people were still
squishing each other on the railings just to get a ticket.
Once the door opened, the
store was divided by departments, using large boxes around
the aisles to prevent the store
from becoming chaos.
Everything went smoothly;
no fights broke out. The televisions were the first thing to go,
but most of the items on sale
were well stocked. The line for
the registers grew rapidly, turning the line into a maze that went
around the store, making the wait
to purchase your items an hour
to an hour and a half long. The
main reason for that was people
complaining about the prices or

asking for items that are already
sold out.
Because of the aftermath of
all the shopping and being open
all night, stores were a complete
mess, especially Wal-Mart. On
the ground, advertisements were
scattered all over the place, boxes and items left either on the
ground or on random aisles from
people who decided on not to get
it.
Target and Best Buy were
the same, but with a little more
maintenance. Customers were
still getting their last chance
gifts before the sales were over
in the morning. Though, during
the rush of customers, there were
no serious injuries and no fights
broke out.
Businesses can say it was a
success other than the mess they
had left to clean.
Though, a customer named
Alex called Black Friday a disgrace, he said it really isn’t worth
waiting all this time and dealing
with people shoving each other
for gifts.
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BC students take third at Hackathon The

Column

By Morgan Park
Reporter

Three Bakersfield College
students competed on one of the
winning teams of the Electric
Bookworm Hackathon hosted by
CSUB and the Kern Innovation
& Technology Community over
the weekend of Nov. 18.
The hackathon’s theme, library management, fueled the
team’s project built from the
ground up over only two days: a
library chat bot.
Having the name of “hackathon” would normally suggest
dubious security cracking, but
the event better compares to a
more traditional competition.
“It is really a design competition to have a product at the
end of a 48-hour period,” said
Eddy Rangel, assistant profes-

sor in Information Technology
at BC. “It really is about a team
coming together to take an idea
from concept to implementation.
It doesn’t have to be fully functional, but the goal is to deliver
something.”
Diego Diaz, 22, is a computer
science major at BC and one
of the six members of the third
place-winning team.
“I was extremely nervous
to compete, because it was at
CSUB, so I figured my skill
level was not that of university
students. But when I showed up,
it was a great opportunity for me
to improve in group work,” Diaz
said.
Diaz’s team worked on a chat
bot for the library that students
would theoretically be able to
ask questions regarding the library’s book collection and

study rooms.
“When I talked to the librarian, I asked what some questions
are that she often gets. And a lot
of the questions she mentioned
were simple ones like, ‘where
can I find a book?’” said Diaz.
The chat bot would be able to
answer with the specific location
of the book and its availability,
including its floor number, ID
number, etc.
The biggest problem Diaz’s
team wanted the chat bot to
tackle was CSUB’s study rooms,
which can be reserved without
any time limit by any student.
“I surveyed 16 students, and
14 of them mentioned booking a
study room was a big problem.
There will be people sleeping in
the study rooms for hours and
students will walk around for 30
minutes until they can find some-

where to study,” Diaz said.
“If you were to mention reserving a room, it would give
you a link to a page where you
can reserve your study room.”
The nature of their two-day
time limit meant that Diaz’s
team had to limit the scope of
their initial plans.
“We kept taking out features
here and there just to get a prototype working,” he said.
The judges were impressed
by what they had accomplished
with their time, even though it
had been scaled down from their
initial ambitions.
Diaz pointed to his teammate
Sadoc Rosales, another BC student, as the biggest reason they
placed in the top three.
“He’s an agriculture major,
no experience in programming
at all, and he happened to score

us the most amount of points
based on his presentation and
community impact report,” he
said. “There was a lot more to
it than technology and presentation. There were reports we had
to do and graphs we had to make
for our research and he handled
everything for that.”
Diaz began on the team as a
programmer, but his role slowly
transitioned to that of project
manager over the hackathon’s
two days.
“I was the guy that people
were coming and asking questions to. We didn’t set it up that
way, but it just happened to be
the way it turned out,” he said.
Rangel and Diaz said that a
BC hackathon is already in the
works for the spring 2017 semester, and the theme will be
centered on public health.

Ink artists find their niche in Bakersfield
By Stephen Underwood
Reporter
Bakersfield has a surprisingly
rich tattoo art scene, which outsiders who are not familiar with
the area would not expect since
it’s more of a small town with
tiny corner buildings, market
shops, mom-and-pop restaurants
and Americana style looks. Bakersfield, as a whole, has been
in the professional tattoo industry for more than two decades.
Each local shop is different from
the others, but one must not forget where it all started with Mad
Dog Tattoo. Other than Mad
Dog, Third Energy and Lucky
Club probably stand out more
than other Bakersfield tattoo parlors.
As most people that have had
a tattoo done on their body know,
it’s best to judge an artist’s talent
by their experience and abilities.
Quality over quantity is usually
the best policy in choosing artists
and shops to hire since body art
is a permanent piece of work on
the human canvas.
“We started in 1994, we have
the experience, we’re one of the
longest running shops in Bakersfield, and we know what
our tattoos look like in ten years.
Other shops have younger, less
experienced artists,” said Mad
Dog owner and tattoo artist Marc
DeLeon.
Mad Dog Tattoo is unique
from other Bakersfield shops because it tends to have more artists
to choose from. Some artists at
other shops were previously employed and trained by Mad Dog,
and they’re a great choice if one
desires a tattoo from a respectful
company that has stood the test
of time. DeLeon also said, “This
is a way of life. This is not a
trend to us. We have been doing
this longer than TV shows.”
He is, of course, referring to
the current mainstream status
that tattoos now have in pop culture thanks to reality television
shows like “Ink Master” and
“Tattoo Nightmares,” which DeLeon added, “Tattoo TV shows
do have their place.” It’s especially notable to point out that
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Aaron Bowholtz works meticulously on his latest creation on the shoulder on a female patron at Third Energy Tattoo.
the different Mad Dog artists are
capable of different styles, are
versatile, and come from different backgrounds because of their
influences.
“Leo Zuletta was an earlier influence on me. When I saw his
work, that’s when I wanted to do
tattoos,” said Mad Dog artist Jeff
Steele.
If you’re still not convinced or
sold as a customer, how about
occasional specials on tattoo
work performed by Mad Dog
artists? It’s Toys for Tots season,
and now is a decent time to look
for tattoo bargains.
DeLeon mentioned, “Customers who bring in new, unwrapped
toys for holiday donations can
get tattoo discounts for the holidays.”
If Mad Dog just isn’t one’s
cup of tea, then Third Energy
might be a better choice. They

could probably even give them
some competition in the diversity department, and they have a
considerably huge shop located
at the Ice House warehouse in
town.
Third Energy artist Esteban
Martinez said, “We’re very diverse, we have one of the largest facilities in Bakersfield, and
we have a quiet atmosphere.”
By quiet, there’s not too many
artists working at one time. Appointments are organized and
any background music played
while artists work is quieter nonaggressive alternative rock.
One who’s tattooed by Martinez can expect an artist’s hand
that does work influenced by
the legend Jack Rudy or Freddy Corbin, who’s an artist for
Temple Tattoo in Oakland, California. Martinez, however, says
about decision making, whether

at Third Energy, or other shops
to, “Just look at everyone’s
work.”
Lucky Club Tattoo has only
been in Bakersfield for five to six
years, but it’s certainly an excellent shop choice for anyone that
favors old school tattoo work and
is turned off by anything unoriginal or too mainstream.
It’s a true tattoo “purist” shop
that enthusiasts with deeper
tastes will appreciate, and the
shop features different skateboards hanging that completely
cover the walls alongside other
types of fancy custom and beautifully handmade art pieces the
shop’s artists work on when
they’re not doing tattoos.
“Older uncles and punk rock
musicians are our influences,”
said Lucky Club artist Cory
Pierce. Don’t get Lucky Club
wrong, though. They still are

varied in the tattoo work they can
carry out, but Pierce made some
things clearer about the shop itself and the artists when he said,
“Everything is hand painted, and
we specialize in traditional tattoos.”
No matter what tattoo shop
one chooses to have work done
in, or what artist is hired, one
should keep in mind that no two
shops are alike or exactly the
same. Every shop has its own
strengths and weaknesses.
Most importantly, art, including tattoo art, is a person’s personal preference.
In the end, it’s up to the person getting the tattoo to decide
what they need and want, and
these shops overall probably are
a good start in the decision making process but should not necessarily be the only choices if one
desires other choices.

Random Renegade BC club ushers
Every issue, The Rip will be
interviewing a random faculty member at
Bakersfield College about hopes and goals.

By James Macias
Features Editor
Pete LeGrant is an interesting character. He begins each semester by telling his
class how much he loves his job. “They
don’t know this, but I would stand up here
and talk about ethics with you guys all day
for free,” he said.
His classes are full of frank philosophical discussions. Most of his approach to
teaching has to do with presenting important historical sources and then encouraging the class to debate the finer points he
has just taught them.
LeGrant is from the Midwest and has a
very hometown-type of attitude. He earned
his Ph.D. at the University of Iowa in 2009
with a specialization in the history of
modern philosophy. He taught previously
at Kirkwood Community College, where

his ratemyprofessor.com page glows with
outstanding comments about his sense of
humor and sincerity.
He moved to Bakersfield because the
opportunity to become a full-fledged professor here in California was exactly what
he was looking for. He likes it here and is
looking forward to many years teaching
ethics, logic and philosophy to young Bakersfield minds.
LeGrant is known at times to speak in
the third-person during lectures which he
says is in an effort to maintain a certain degree of detachment amongst his students.
LeGrant has invented a sport called
Knee-Ball, which he frequently describes
in some detail during his lectures.
Knee-Ball is an impossible sport but an
interesting thought experiment. All of his
classes fit that description.

in the ski season
By J.R. Hensley
Reporter
The Phi Theta Kappa Honor
Society partnered with the Central Council of California Ski
Clubs to show the 65th Annual
Warren Miller film, “Here, There
& Everywhere.”
“Warren Miller is the one that
ushers in winter ski season,” said
Fran Long, Avalanche Ski &
Sports Club member.
The film was a series of clips
showing skiing and snowboarding in the vein of the original
film by Warren Miller, who
chronicled his two-year sojourn
into the mountains skiing. It

was narrated by Jonny Moseley. Some of the locations featured in the film were California,
Montana, British Columbia, and
Alaska.
The event is meant to be an annual gathering to bring attention
to the forthcoming skiing and
snowboarding season.
The event offered giveaways
from local and national businesses. Entries also include the
opportunity to win a two-person
ski package to Switzerland.
The local chapter of the Central Council of California Ski
Clubs is Avalanche Ski and
Sports Club, which orchestrates
and supervises ski trips.

true gay
agenda
The Gay Agenda: Life and
times of a modern gay man.

Here it is. The final article
of the semester and the last
for my gay agenda (I think.)
I never thought I would get
here. Hell, for a good chunk
of it I was panicked what I
would even write about. As
varied and strange as the trials and tribulations are of a
gay man, there really isn’t
that much that
differs from my
hetero brethren.
In
reality
we (that’s me
speaking
on
behalf of an J.R. Hensley
entire group of
people, oh the power) are just
like anyone else and the dayto-day just as mundane.
My primary goal when
writing this column was to
make my unique situations
relatable to anyone that read
them.
I wanted to tell my stories
in such a way that anyone
could see the commonalities
of my tales as opposed to the
differences.
I hope I succeeded, but other than the gents in my class,
some of my family members,
and random friends, I doubt
anyone else read them.
While at times I like to pretend I am jaded and cynical
(for reference see previous
sentence) it is all an act. How
I really feel (most of the time)
is that we are all the same and
ultimately want the same for
our lives. Every human just
wants to be happy and feel
safe.
People can dress up what
they want in life, saying it’s
money or endless amounts
of Twinkies, but when you
boil down the words to bare
bones, the message will be
the same: happiness. We
search for it, crave it.
One of the reasons I named
this column “The Gay Agenda,” (other than it’s hilarious)
is because the only agenda I
have is to live a life of content.
There have been countless mouth-pieces or talking
heads who ramble on and
on about the “gay agenda.”
They use it as a dirty phrase
to drum up fear in people like
we’re coming to take away
people’s rights or take them
as sexual hostages.
If the collective gay community had any sort of goal it
is to live without fear of being harmed, or as my favorite
comedian once said “ass-less
wedding gowns.”
I think it’s oddly fitting that
the word used for homosexuals is gay.
It was once used to mean
happy. And while I do think
I’m “happier” not pretending
to be someone else and get to
live my life without restraint,
it can get very unpleasant at
times.
The amount of hatred my
community encounters isn’t
as much as other groups, and
might be experiencing less,
but it’s still there in the comments section of any article
or Facebook post, or in the
derogatory words in a locker
room.
After the election results,
there was even a gay bashing
in Santa Monica of all places.
So the threat is real.
However, I really have
lived a sheltered life, thankfully.
Most of the negativity I
have encountered was always
secondhand.
People have all the guts in
the world to say things behind
my back but never to my face.
While it sounds like I’m
complaining (and I kind of
am because I’d like to throw
a punch in my own honor)
I’m actually happy I’ve never
dealt with direct discrimination.
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Financial aid details a mystery to many BC students
By Zach Sullivan
Reporter
As the deadline for financial
aid applications approaches, Bakersfield College students are
aware of the scholarships available and are eager to apply, but
many do not know how to do so.
Bakersfield College offers
Pell Grants, Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA),
the Board of Governors Fee

Waiver (BOGFW), as well as
numerous other scholarships offered by BC, the BC Foundation,
and many private donors to the
school.
Out of 27 students polled
about whether or not they knew
about Pell Grants, FAFSA, and
the BOG waiver, 25 said they
knew about all three. Of those 25,
though, only nine knew where
and how to apply for them.
Lisette Garcia, 19, a student at

BC, said she didn’t even know
she was going to receive the
scholarships she did until she
signed up for her classes. “I was
applying for my classes, and
at the end when I hit submit it
showed I was approved for the
Board of Governors Fee Waiver,
and I had no idea what that was
until I went down to the financial
aid office. They explained it to
me and said I was approved for
a Pell Grant as well.”

Garcia, is glad she received the
grants she did. “It helped a lot. I
wasn’t going to be able to go to
college if I didn’t get approved
for anything. I actually got it the
last day that you could apply for
classes, so I was already saying
no until that happened, but look
at me now, I’m here,” Garcia
said.
Garcia jokingly said that she’s
glad students are not aware of
how to apply for scholarships

because it makes it easier for her
to receive the same grant again
next year.
Gabriel Arteaga, 20, said informing the students on how to
apply for scholarships would
lead to more students who need
financial aid being able to access the resources available to
them on campus. “If they gave
me the steps on how to apply for
a scholarship, I would apply the
same day.

“Instead, they leave their students in the dark by not shining
a light on their path to success,”
Arteaga said.
To apply for a scholarship, go
online to Bakersfield College’s
website, look under Student
Services on the home page, and
click on Financial Aid, which
will have a list of all the scholarships and how to apply. All
scholarship applications are online, and can be printed out.

CALM is Kern’s
true home of
the condors
By James Macias
Feature Editor
The California Living Museum added two new creatures
to its menagerie on Nov. 18. For
the first time, a pair of male California condors were transferred
to CALM from the Jonsson
Center for Wildlife Conservation
in Clackamas, Oregon in partnership with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service California Condor Recovery Program.
“The California condor was
the first species listed under the
Endangered Species Act in 1973
and their losses are directly due
to human impact,” said CALM’s
curator Donald Richardson. “We
are so fortunate to be selected by
the Condor Recovery Program to
exhibit these magnificent birds
and to be part of bringing the
message of their conservation
needs and their recovery to Kern
County.”
The pair were identified only
with numbers. The most active one was number 24. He
huffed and puffed somewhat as
the photographers and reporters
clamored around their enclosure
looking for the best angle and
the right light.
His partner was less impressed
by the human activity, which
clearly included nothing he
wanted.
California condors do not look
like the majestic bird of prey one

might imagine. Several guests
who came to the zoo unaware
that new arrivals were landing
that day were heard calling them
vultures. That is actually not far
from the truth. California condors are scavengers.
They locate carcasses with
their eyesight and not by smell.
They usually travel in groups,
boasting 9.5 foot wingspans,
they can reach speeds of 55 mph
and soar as high as 15,000 feet.
In 1982, there were only 22
known to exist in the wild. The
last known free-flying condors
were taken in to captivity in 1987
in order to save the species from
extinction.
The known wild population
dropped to zero between 1988
and 1991. The California condor
Recovery Program started reintroducing captive-bred condors
back into the wild in 1992.
Today, there are 240 free-flying birds in California, Arizona,
Utah, Baja California and Mexico with another 210 in captivity.
Lead poisoning has been the
primary factor retarding the recovery of the California condor.
It’s also thought to be the one of
the main factors that drove the
species to near extinction in the
first place.
The source of the lead that
is poisoning the birds has been

Marijuana now legal
but still very regulated
By Dylan Bryant
Reporter
In the midst of an unprecedented election, many lost sight
of a historic event that took place
that Tuesday night. Californians
voted in favor of Proposition 64
by a margin of over 10 points,
putting an end to 100 years of
cannabis prohibition in the state.
The measure establishes legal
limits for possession, growing,
and taxes and regulates sales.
Any adult over the age of 21
can, as of Nov. 9, grow up to six
plants at all times, and keep the
amount harvested from those
plants in their homes. One can
have up to one ounce of dry marijuana, or eight grams of concentrate, while in transit or in public.
Consumption of marijuana in
public, whether from smoke, vapor, or edibles, is still against the
law. One can only consume cannabis on private property with
permission from the property
owner, and out of public view.
On-site consumption in businesses will be allowed at a later
date.
Driving under the influence
of marijuana is still a crime and,
in fact, a large portion of the
revenue from taxes on the sale
of cannabis will go towards researching methods to determine
whether or not a driver is under
the influence of cannabis.
Revenue generated from
these sales will also go towards

researching uses for medical
marijuana, which has been legal in the state since 1996. The
law also protects the existing
medical marijuana infrastructure under proposition 215, but
some patients’ advocacy groups
opposed the proposition, fearing
the industry could become corporatized or monopolized.
While growing, possessing,
and using marijuana is now legal
for adults, the sale of marijuana
is still illegal. Beginning in 2018,
a state board will begin granting licenses for cannabis sale to
businesses.
The Tehachapi City Council
responded to the legalization
effort by banning the outdoor
cultivation of marijuana within
their jurisdiction. While the law
allows local jurisdictions to further regulate sale and outdoor
cultivation, indoor cultivation
and use is protected across the
state.
The University of California
system made a statement that
cannabis possession and use is
still prohibited on their campus.
At the time this was written, Bakersfield College Officials had
not yet commented on whether
the campus or the Kern Community College District is considering similar regulations.
A Gallup poll conducted in
August found that 13 percent of
US adults “currently use” marijuana, and that 43 percent have
tried marijuana.
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Above: The condor tagged as 24 starts to spread his wings. Below: The pair of condors stare down observers.
from animals shot by hunters
and not collected afterwards.
The bullets break apart into
small fragments and permeate
the resulting carcass.
When these carcasses are invariably fed upon by condors,
they suffer from lead poisoning
and without human intervention
and die.
In 2013, Gov. Jerry Brown
signed legislation that will require the use of non-lead ammunition to be used when taking
wildlife with a firearm in California by 2019.
You can see the new condors
at CALM seven days a week,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission to CALM is $9 for
general admission; $7 for seniors
(60+); $5 for ages 3-12; children
under 3 are free.

KCCD ‘disappointed’ by verdict
By Zach Sullivan
Reporter
Chris Hine, general counsel
for the Kern Community College District, said the district
is “pleased that the actions of
Bakersfield College athletic director Sandi Taylor were vindicated by the verdict,” following
a lawsuit in which Bill Kalivas,
a former wrestling and golf
coach at Bakersfield College,
sued the KCCD over health and
safety concerns.
Hine said while the KCCD is
disappointed with the verdict,

the fact that the jury awarded Kalivas a $13,000 settlement when he asked for over
$400,000 shows his case lacked
validity.
“The district is disappointed in the jury’s finding that
there was any liability but we
are pleased that the actions of
Bakersfield College athletic
director Sandi Taylor were vindicated by the verdict. We also
believe that the large difference
between what was demanded,
$400,000, and what was awarded, less than $13,000, speaks
volumes about the validity of

this case. The District is still
reviewing its options with regard to challenging the verdict,”
Hine said.
Arnold Anchordoquy, a lawyer for the local firm Clifford
and Brown, represented the
KCCD in the case.      
Anchordoquy said that the
jurors ruled in Kalivas’ favor
because the instructions were
complicated, which resulted in
the jurors misinterpreting the
jury instructions.
“[It’s] complicated, it’s very
complex. Lawyers have a hard
time reading it, let alone the ju-

rors,” he said.
Anchordoquy said he believes the verdict would have
gone in favor of the KCCD if the
instructions were not so vague.
According to Anchordoquy, the
jurors sent the judge multiple
questions, and were referenced
back to the instructions, leaving
the jurors with confusion.
Anchordoquy said the district
has filed for a post-trial motion,
which could be heard this year.
Anchordoquy said the case is
still open as of right now and
will be heard based upon the
courts calendar.

Teachers approved to carry guns
By Dylan Bryant
Reporter
The Kern High School District passed a measure allowing staff with conceal & carry
weapon permits to carry their
firearms on campus last week.
The measure passed 3-2. The
session was held so that trustee
Chad Vegas, who is scheduled
to leave office in January, could
vote on the matter before stepping down. His successor, Joey
O’Connell, publicly opposes
the policy.
Proponents of the measure
argued this is a step towards
making our campuses safer. Opponents, including the Dolores

Huerta Foundation and Faith
in the Valley Kern, argued not
only that this brings gun culture
into our classrooms, but that this
will create legal problems for
the district in the future. Mayorelect of Arvin Jose Gurolla stated his opposition to the policy,
and his disappointment with the
decision to hold a special session for the measure.
Some pointed to the fact that
we already have armed police
and security on every campus.
Many opponents vocalized their
opposition to the fact that Vegas’
children do not attend public
school.
A former law enforcement
officer and educator, pointed

to the district’s recent $20 million settlement with a student
injured during a rally as evidence that the school’s liability
for such a policy will cost taxpayers. He also suggested those
seeking permission to carry
weapons on campus during
school hours should be trained
and certified as reserve sheriff’s
deputies in order to further ensure safety. He pointed out that
such training would cost the district nothing and ensure firearm
safety. His suggestions were not
adopted.
In fact, no regulations or
rules were passed; those will
be developed in the months
following. The board also re-

cently passed a measure allowing parents and visitors to carry
weapons on campus, and so far
13 people have applied for and
received permission to do so.
The Kern High School District will be the largest school
district in California to have
this policy. Trustee Chad Vegas
stated Tuesday he hopes this
will “send a message to anyone
who wishes to do harm that they
will not be entering a gun-free
zone.”
At the time of publication,
Bakersfield College officials
have not commented on whether or not the Kern Community
College District is considering
similar regulations.
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BC fall play
cast reacts
to the show
Joshua Fisher
Reporter
Bakersfield College performing arts director Bob Kempf
directed Lillian Helman’s 1934
Play “The Children’s Hour,”
which ran through Nov. 16-19.
The twist was that the play was
directed in the Black Box room
between the indoor and outdoor
theaters with audience members
on every side of the stage, creating a new type of setting for the
viewers.
Bakersfield College student
and play attendee Anne Marie
said that, “it was like the audience was part of the play, it made
the play more wholesome. You
could look at the audience members’ faces and see what their reaction was for the scene that was
going on. The audience was sort
of involved in the play.”
The theater tech class was responsible for building the set,
which took a month and consisted of a stair-set-esque arena
that hovered above the actors and
actresses.
Behind the audience on each
side was a backstage area with
entrances to the stage on each
side of the room. Kempf said,
“The setup makes for a much
more intimate play.”
The play itself is a drama set in
an all-girls boarding school run
by two women: Karen Wright
(Alyssa Galvez) and Martha Dobie (Shelbe McCain). One mischievous student by the name of
Mary Tilford (Brittany Beaver)
runs away from the school to
avoid being sent back. She tells
her grandmother that the two
headmistresses are having a lesbian affair. The accusation ruins
their boarding home and eventually Karen’s marriage with Dr.
Joe Cardin (Ryan Lee).
Speaking with the cast before, there were some interesting

views on how they related to the
play and their own characters.
Brittany Beaver said that she
and Mary Tilford are both alike
it a lot of ways.
“They both have manipulative tendencies, and that Mary is
a liar, and she was also a pretty
big liar as a kid,” she said. “She’s
also just childish, and I feel like
I can connect with that side of
myself.”
Beaver said that she has put a
huge amount of time into getting
ready for this play, at least 50plus hours outside of practice.
Beaver said her preferred style is
to “go over my lines, I feel like
when I play a character I kind of
like just stay in that character for
a while. And I’ll let that character
come out in everyday life. That’s
my way of staying in touch with
my character.”
She said that she is going to
be more involved with theater
as this is only her second play,
her first being this semester’s “A
Midnight Summer’s Dream.”
“I love the theater department,
the professors are amazing. I
love it, I really do,” she said.
Blanca Trujillo plays Rosalie
Wells in the play, a student from
the boarding school who stays
the night with Mary Tilford and
is blackmailed into going along
with her lie. Trujillo likes to
practice with someone else.
“It’s really easier when you
have someone to work with that
can help you out,” Trujillo said.
“Because it’s just like both of
you in a group in character. You
can figure out staging it’s just
better for me.”
Sarah Alones, who played
a boarding student, said “this
play was like the Salem Witch
Trials, in that the whole thing
that was based off a lie started
ruining people’s lives.” Actress
Cheyenne Reyes, who plays Agatha’s maidservant, said that she
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Caitlin Wolfenstein and Julie Verrell share a moment on the set of BC’s fall production of “The Children’s Hour.”
thoroughly enjoys her character
because she is the only character
that doesn’t deal with Mary Tilford.
“She doesn’t like this little girl
and I have an attitude toward this
little girl the whole time.”
The viewers had very mixed
reviews on what they saw, possibly because of the tone of the
play, possibly because of the
way that the stage was set. Viewer Matthew Nicks said one thing
he likes about attending plays is
that not all of the plays have happy endings. Nicks says that this
is one of the best not-so-happy
endings that he has ever seen executed and hopes BC will always
perform to this degree. Conner
Roe said that he “hated this play
because it hurt him to watch it,
but he’s happy he’s been introduced to the style.” One viewer,
Paul Martinez, went twice and
sat in two different areas and it
was like watching two different
plays.
“The first time I went because
of a friend, and the second time
I brought a date and when we
picked a seat it was like watching a whole new play.”
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Josh Carruthers makes himself comfortable on the set lounge during play rehearsal.

BC Jazz Ensemble treats the crowd to ‘Soul Jazz’
By Mario Saldaña
Reporter
The BC Jazz Ensemble, directed by Kris Tiner, got a well-deserved ovation during their soul
jazz performance that covered a
variety of legendary jazz music
by Ray Charles, Quincy Jones,
Herbie Hancock and more.
The band played its set at the
Bakersfield College Simonsen
Performing Arts Center on Nov.
21, performing from various
ranges of jazz, gospel and soul.
The proceeds from the cover
charge for the event went toward
the BC Jazz Program to support
the ensemble and the program.
The concert started with Tiner
giving a small introduction about
jazz, information about the music they were about to play
which included gospel, soul, and
smooth jazz, what jazz meant
during the 60’s era and why he
chose that era and a special thank
you to those who came that night
to support the band. The ensemble opened up by playing “Cantaloupe Island,” an easy-listening
soul jazz song composed by Herbie Hancock in 1964.
Other standout songs that
were played during the concert
were “Hallelujah I Love Her
So,” which was a single from
Ray Charles and featured BC
student Mason Edwards on guest
vocals. Edwards received a big
ovation at the end of the song for
his vocal performance.
“Cristo Redentor” by Duke
Pearson was a song that sounded
very familiar and was featured on
the Netflix original Luke Cage.
A lot of members of the ensemble had their own moments of
fame by playing individual solos
that would last a good minute or
two, giving a stellar indivdual
performance.
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The BC Jazz Ensemble plays its “Soul Jazz” set directed by Kris Tiner on Nov. 21 in the indoor theater of the Simonsen Performing Arts Center.
The concert ended with what
Tiner picked as the most fun
song to play, “Soul Bossa Nova”
by Quincy Jones, famously

known for being featured on the
Austin Powers movie, which had
all of the audience smiling when
they recognized the piece.

Tiner chose this set list and
these jazz artists because he felt
that the 1960s was a great time
for jazz that had many influential

jazz composers with different
styles. The next event that the
BC jazz ensemble has planned
is the second annual KCMEA

Jazz Day at Bakersfield College,
which will be an all-day event
that will showcase bands all
throughout Kern County.
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‘Pokémon Sun’ is a triumph
of new tricks in an old game
By J. R. Hensley
Reporter
It would be inadequate to say
my love for Pokémon is anything
but unhealthy. While I wasn’t as
receptive to the game when it
first came out and took over the
junior high playground, I eventually succumbed to its charm and
never looked back. Since then I
have played every version and
remake that Nintendo and Game
Freak can throw at me.
Pokémon Sun and Moon, the
latest in the game franchise,
not only delivers on previous
standards, but also improves on
certain game mechanics that,
honestly, should have been there
from the beginning.
The game takes place in the
Alola region, a caricature of the
Hawaiian Islands. The player
takes on the role of a transplant
from the Kanto region (where
the original game took place)
and is given the task to travel the
four islands taking on each of
the island’s Kahuna while simultaneously trying to “catch them
all” and fight back the threat of
Team Skull.
While I will miss the idea of
battling Gym Leaders to receive
badges, I also found the new system a fresh take on an old idea
and not as tedious as I found the
task in the former iterations. It
also does the added job of making the Kahuna challenge very
game specific. There is a lot that
happens in the game that really
shows the player the amount of
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detail the developer’s put into
making this version its own
realm. Hopefully that is something they will continue into future adaptions.
My favorite change in the
game is also the most insignificant. In Sun and Moon, when
the player comes across a newly
discovered Pokémon and manages to capture it, the player is
immediately given the option to
add it to their roster or transfer
it to PC storage. In past games,
if the players team was at capacity the newly acquired creature
was automatically transferred to
the PC, making the player manually switch up their roster if they
wanted the newly acquired mon-

ster. Finally, when I catch a legendary beast, which is typically
way off the beaten path, I don’t
have to schlep back to the Pokémon Center just to add it to my
bench.
The Rotom Pokedex was a
little strange for me at first. The
little eyes staring up at me from
the secondary touch screen was
a tad creepy, but once I got used
to his dead-eye stare I actually
quite liked him. He also adds a
level of character to the Pokedex, which was previously just
a digital encyclopedia. Also, the
little guy talks to the player and
gives advice on where to go next,
which is pretty handy, considering an official guide won’t be re-

leased until two weeks after the
game’s debut.
The graphics in Sun and Moon
are great. Sun and Moon improves on the 3D graphics from
the prior versions, X and Y, by
making the battling animation
feel more realistic. Whenever
the animated creatures would do
one of their signature moves, the
game would play out this elaborate animation from one side
only, and the opposing Pokémon
would just flinch to give the illusion that it made contact. With
Sun and Moon the attacks actually look like they’re connecting
with the opposition.
One of the quirkier things in
the game has to be Team Skull.
Like the prior versions’ respective villains, there has to be the
organized force that gives the
hero purpose to rise above and
thwart evil. That said, they’re
ridiculous. They are a bunch of
white kid thug wannabes. They
come with disjointed conversation and bizarre hand gestures.
Their costumes are kind of neat
and the name is kind of creepy,
but then when they finally make
their debut in the game story-line
they’re just a bunch of weirdos.
If that is what the developers
were going for they succeeded
admirably.
However, taking Team Skull
down in the end makes it feel
more satisfying as I find them
obnoxious.

‘Fantastic Beasts’ sets up
an exciting new series
By Mario Saldaña
Reporter
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them” is a new story in J.K. Rowling’s
Harry Potter universe, which is fun and probably the darkest one you’ve seen so far. It’s
set back in 1926, long before anything we’re
familiar with, in New York City. Though
this movie brings back the escape of the real
world and into the magical world, there’s a
big question with this movie. Can this new
adaption with a whole new setting and characters keep Harry Potter fans satisfied and
wanting more?
From a fan’s perspective of the Harry Potter books and movies, one of the greatest
things while watching this movie was the
feeling of being sucked back in to that world
again, hearing the very recognizable score
when the movie came on put a grin on my
face, and I was ready to be back in a world
of magic.
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them” was very interesting, set back in 1926
we get to see the history of the magical world
in the United States and their take on the ministry of magic and magic police, far different
from what we are used to back in England
from laws, relations with “no-Maj’s” which
we all know as Muggles (or non-magical humans), and accents.
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Though we are in new territory when it
comes to this universe, it works out well
learning about how magic works in the United States.
The strongest perspective of this movie
were the characters and the cast, as they made
every new character easily likeable, including our new protagonist Newt Scamander.
Eddie Redmayne, who is the lead role
Newt, at first is a shy character, which I honestly thought I wasn’t going to like, but he
opened up more throughout the movie with
his love for the creatures in his briefcase and
really wanted to make this world a better
place with the book he’s writing.
Colin Ferrell’s character, who plays Percival Graves, is honestly one of the best in
the movie. Their apparel with the 1920s
looks felt like magical attire, like Colin Ferrell’s detective getup. This made the costume
design really great.
The story is where this movie falls short.
The idea of collecting monsters and such
never really pans out, but as a movie opening up this whole new series, just like “Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,” I feel like it
is opening fans up to a whole new story that
will be promising and loved.
Another mention that made this movie
great was the sound design and the visuals.
The sound effects in this movie are amazing,
as well as the visual effects on the magical
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Renegade Events
News

Roughneck Review: the online journal is currently
taking submissions for the upcoming issue. If interested in submitting essays, poems, artwork, musical
performances, photographs or great science projects,
feel free to submit them to at www.bakersfieldcollege.edu/roughneck.
De-stress Fest: De-stress during finals week with
a number of events on campus that include mental
health screenings (11/29), meet with santa (11/30),
and therapy dogs from Marley’s Mutts (12/1.)

BC Events

Nov. 30: “Don’t give your Sources the Cold Shoulder: Quoting in context with the ICE Method,”
Wednesday, 11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m. The writing
center is offering an hour-long workshop to properly
introduce, cite, and explain sources, quotations, and
paraphrases. Location: Room SS-133.
Nov. 30: Open Web Registration for 2017 Spring
Semester.
Nov. 30: CSU Application Workshop, Wednesday,
9-10 a.m. Learn how to apply to the CSU system
from BC. Location: SS 151.
Dec. 1: Gingerbread Man Activity, Thursday, 12-1
p.m. Location: Campus Center Main Stage.
Dec. 1: Yard Sale and Bake Sale, Thursday, 10:30
a.m.-2 p.m. Location: Campus Center Main Stage.
Dec. 2: BC Winter Choral Concert, Friday, 7 p.m.
Location: SPArC Indoor Theatre.
Dec. 3-9: Final Exams Week.
Dec. 3: Culinary Caroling Dinner, Saturday, 5:30
p.m. Culinary Arts & BC Chamber Singers put on
a fundraiser dinner with caroling. Location: Fireside
Room.
Dec. 5-9: Child Development Center Book Fair,
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Location: Child Development Center.
Dec. 5-8: Free PBJ Sandwiches to Survive Finals
Week, Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Location:
Renegade Pantry.
Dec. 7: Student Showacase, Wednesday, 12:30-2
p.m. Short scenes will be performed by Thea. B2A/
B2B students. Location: PAC 107.
Dec. 10: End of the Fall Semester.
Jan. 16: Martin Luther King Jr. Day (campus
closed.)
Jan. 17: Start of the Spring Semester.
Jan. 19: Community Movie Night: The Magnificent
Seven, Thursday, 6 p.m. Location: Forum East.

Around Town

GOOGLE IMAGES

creatures.
Though this movie’s plot is kind of a
disappointment on where it’s trying to go
throughout the movie, you tend to forgive it
with the amazing casts that make the characters very likeable, as well as the creatures
in this movie like The Niffler, a small little
platypus that causes mayhem.
As an adaption or a spin-off, they made
this movie right, with very strong aspects of
the film for Harry Potter fans to love and to
be excited for the next four movies.

HolidayLights at CALM: Holiday Lights at CALM
with Josh Barnett’s Lightasmic featuring a dazzling
musical tree show and creative, animated displays
with more than two million colorful, energy-efficient
LED lights. Holiday Lights will be open nightly from
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Free train rides on the Candy
Cane Express, on a giant merry-go-round, and a concessions stand operated by Teen Challenge will complete a memorable night out for the whole family.
Closed on Christmas Day.
Project Light Up The Night: Wednesday, Nov. 23
to Wednesday, Jan. 25 2017. Project Light Up The
Night will be handing out free bike lights as well as
installing them. Must bring bike in order to get lights.
Bakersfield Christmas Parade: Thursday Dec. 1.
Come and join more than 20,000 of your ‘closest
friends’ expected to celebrate at this year’s parade
and share in the “Spirit of Christmas.”
“Home for the Holidays” Bakersfeild Symphony
Orchestra: Saturday, Dec. 17, 7 p.m. Location: Fox
Theater.

“How do you feel about finals week?”

Compiled by:
Kyle Chidgey
Photo Editor

Alyssa Montoya,
21, “I feel pretty
relaxed. This is
my third year
here.”

Lizbeth
Soloache, 21, “I
feel confident.”

Edward Davila,
50, “Im feeling
forgetful.”

Monica
Ramirez,19,
“Well, it’s
happening.”
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Shane Wright,
33, “Can’t wait
for it to be over,
and can’t wait
for the next
semester.”
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To far left:
don’t you
pity Fidel
By Tyler McGinty
Special to The Rip
Okay, so apparently there
are a lot of people on the left
that need to sit down and really think about their feelings
on Fidel Castro, particularly
Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. In an odd tribute
to Castro, Trudeau mentioned
that Castro “made significant
improvements to the education and healthcare of his
island nation.” Now this is
certainly true, but it’s definitely not a totally accurate
picture of El Presidente. I get
that there are few things more
enticing to those on the left
(myself included) than free
healthcare and education, but
we can’t let these distract us
from the true legacy of Fidel
Castro.
Castro was the leader of
a brutally oppressive regime. Protestors, activists
and members of the LGBTQ
community where decidedly
unwelcome under Castro’s
rule. Even the nationalized
healthcare and education was
criticized heavily by Cubans
who fled their home to come
to the United States. On the
surface, Castro was running
a socialist utopia, but you
didn’t have to look too deep
to see the very real darkness
just below.
Younger people on the left
have a very different idea of
Castro and even Cuba in general. People of my generation
didn’t live through the Cuban
Missile Crisis and some of
us barely were alive for the
Cold War. I personally hadn’t
even lived a whole year when
the Berlin Wall, perhaps the
greatest symbol of the Cold
War, started to come down.
To us, communism isn’t a real
threat, just a different style of
government. If Bernie Sanders’ campaign showed us anything, it’s that there are many
people on the left that are
willing to embrace socialism.
However, those of us that
are so in favor of socialism
absolutely cannot idolize
Cuba and Castro. Cuba is not
a place that lives up to the ideal that those of us who felt the
“Bern” truly want. I would
gladly trade free school and
healthcare for the ability to
speak out against Trump,
for example. Cuba isn’t a
socialist utopia because of
anything the US has done. It
isn’t the fault of the embargo,
or the Cold War or even the
remnants of McCarthyism
wrapped around the hearts
of so many in America. Cuba
isn’t a socialist utopia because of Fidel Castro. That’s
it. That’s the whole reason.
Castro was a remarkably
charismatic person and he’s
been (ironically, I might add)
fully entrenched in American pop culture for decades.
However, Castro almost
comes across as a laughingstock to us. He’s been the object of parody in “Bananas,”
his likeness made an appearance in “The Simpsons”,
where he steals a trillion-dollar bill to save his bankrupt
country, and is the subject
of many jokes about botched
goofball plans by the CIA to
assassinate him. One of those
attempts, I’d like to mention,
was literally an exploding cigar, which is something that
belongs in a slapstick vaudeville act, not a legitimate plan
to kill a world leader.
Perhaps this is why Castro
seems to be such a strange
figure in American society.
He’s been such a laughingstock to us for so long that
he’s a figure to revile, one to
take pity on. He shouldn’t be
though. Castro should be detested and American socialists need to look to countries
like Denmark or people like
Bernie for their inspiration,
not Cuba and Castro.
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‘Thorn in oil’s side’ speaks at Delano
By Morgan Park
Reporter
Two experts in their fields of
social and environmental justice
spoke on the poor health conditions in the rural areas of the
Central Valley on Nov. 21 as part
of Bakersfield College Delano
Campus’ C.H.A.P. (Cultural and
Historical Awareness Program)
fall series.
The talk, “Civic Engagement
and Social Justice in the Central
Valley: Environmental Justice,
Legal Advocacy, and Academic
Research Perspectives,” filled
the classroom to well-over capacity.
“Both of my parents were migrant farm workers who would
pick strawberries in Oxnard in
the winter and in the summer
go to Blythe, California near the
Arizona border to pick lemons,”
said Gustavo Aguirre Jr., project
coordinator at Central California
Environmental Justice Network.
Both of Aguirre’s parents illegally migrated to the U.S. when
they were young, but soon after
became registered, and eventually, citizens. His father soon came
to work with the United Farm
Workers of America working
to improve working conditions,
climbing to national vice president before his retirement.
Aguirre’s organization works
in Kern County and Northern
California to urge the agricultural industry to safer practices
and report violations that would
otherwise go unchecked.
“We receive a wide spectrum
of reports in communities that
deal from graffiti, illegal dumping, to big industry violations,”
he said. “We deal with hydraulic
fracking, we deal with pesticide
issues: we deal with so much.”
Aguirre’s team will also sit
down with the EPA to discuss
Central Valley conditions.
“We have a one-on-one conversation of issues that are affecting rural communities and
then they address them, either
fixing them or recommending

sources that have those capabilities,” he said.
When asked what it’s like to
be the thorn in the side of the big
industries of oil and agriculture,
Aguirre reacted with excitement.
“It’s a tough job, but it’s hella
fun. I would say five or 10 of my
good personal friends work for
the oil industry as engineers, in
the rigs, and welders.”
Demonstrating one of his
organization’s air sampling
buckets (part of their “Bucket
Brigade” program) for the audience, Aguirre recounted a victory of environmental justice.
“They were bringing about
18 to 30 trucks of biomass and
green waste every day from Los
Angeles to Arvin, and the emissions they were producing were
very significant, a lot of H2S
(hydrogen sulfide).”
The company was later shut
down and replaced by a more
environmentally conscious provider. Aguirre also recounted a
story of pushback from a company they were investigating.
“We were filming these tanks
and two pickup trucks drive up
to us on either side,” he said.
The two men began insisting that
Aguirre and his team not film
there, suggesting it’d be dangerous for them.
“’People die here,’ and we’re
like, ‘what do you mean people
die here? Are you insinuating
we’re going to die today?’”
The men eventually gave up
trying to send away Aguirre’s
team, and soon after Aguirre
filed a report that found them in
violation of several air emission
codes.
Standing beside Aguirre was
Rodrigo Alatriste-Diaz, a doctoral student in developmental
sociology at Cornell University.
Alatriste-Diaz’s research focuses on the social and ecological determinants of health in the
Central Valley, which includes
education, race, income, whether
or not someone votes, as well as
ecological factors like neighborhood, infrastructure and housing

TRUMP: Professors react to
Trump’s win on Election Day
Continued from Page 1
his previous political stands, including not prosecuting Hillary
Clinton, only building a “fence”
instead of a “wall”, allowing
some ObamaCare conditions to
remain (young people can still
be covered up to age 26, and
pre-existing conditions will still
be covered by insurance companies), etc.”
Borgens’ email finished in response to Trump’s recent actions. “What does this mean
and how will it be interpreted? Is
Trump showing flexibility with
his plans, or is he betraying his
followers’ hopes and dreams by
backtracking on his promises?”
However, people all over the
country are still fearful and angry about this outcome. Trump’s
victory was met with rioting and
protesting in the streets of major
cities such as Chicago, Philadelphia, Seattle and San Diego.
In New York, protesters gathered in front of Trump Tower
in Midtown Manhattan. Demonstrators from these protests
carried signs saying slogans
such as “Not My President” and
chanting while marching. Some
protests, such as proceedings in
Portland, Oregon, and Atlanta,
have included violence against
police and burnings of the
American flag. In Bakersfield,
protestors gathered to peacefully
march and chant “love trumps
hate.”
Trump has also received backlash over his suggestion of pardoning Hillary Clinton.
Through his campaign, Trump
promised to “lock [Clinton] up.”
However, since his election, he
has appeared to back off of these
claims and not proceed with
prosecution.
This has brought forth negative reactions from right-wing
media commentators and conservative supporters.
Not only do they feel as
though he is betraying his initial
promises, but they also feel it is
highly inappropriate for him to
perceptively interfere with a federal investigation.
In regard to Trump keeping

his promises to bring more jobs
to America and boost the economy, BC economics professor
Michael Harvath stated, “Analyzing Trump is hard, because
unlike most elected presidents,
he doesn’t come into office so
much with a plan, but more a
bunch of things he said to win
the election. Right now the Republican leadership in Congress
is trying to steer him away from
his immigration priority to making tax reform the first thing that
gets done, including tax cuts for
the richer people.
“This is a hard question to
answer as no one really knows
what Trump will do. Assuming
he keeps his main promise of
cutting immigration, either with
or without a wall, then that will
mean at least a temporary boost
for workers who have jobs that
recent immigrants usually compete for. A shortage of workers
for jobs that are often minimum
wage, such as agriculture or fast
food service, will be good for
the workers who currently have
those jobs, and there is a good
chance for a bump in wages.
Buyers of those items will have
to pay more,” said Harvath. “If
he does put more restrictions on
imports and oppose free trade
deals, that will hurt our export
industries, like agriculture here
in the Kern country, while helping industries with strong import
competition, like steel. Again,
the customer for these goods will
end up paying higher prices… I
think that just on the politics of
this, Trump would have to be
kind of crazy to go this way, but
it is Trump, so who knows?”
Reactions from President
Obama and Hillary Clinton have
taken similar grounds in regards
to the nation and Trump.
Both appealed to citizens to
unite as a country and respect the
institutions of our nation. However, in states such as Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania
there has been talk of a recount
effort, and as usual with a close
election, the election produced
talk of providing a system other
than the Electoral College.

MORGAN PARK / THE RIP

Gustavo Aguirre Jr. speaking to a room full of students about environmental justice.
Aguirre works to improve working conditions for migrant communities in California.
condition.
“What’s interesting about this
study is that most people say
‘such and such never goes to the
doctor and that’s why he’s really unhealthy.’ Well it turns out
medical care, access to it, and
whether it’s used makes up only
30 to 38 percent of what makes a
person healthy,” he said.
Alatriste-Diaz pointed to data
showing Kern County’s 38 percent obesity rate versus only 24
percent statewide, and posed the
question to the audience of why
that might be.
“Where you live has a bigger
effect than some of the other

stuff we normally think about
with health.”
His research suggests that environmental factors contribute to
overall health much more than
access to hospitals, and that a
disparity in those conditions in
rural communities in the Central
Valley is the biggest contributor
to the area’s statistics.
The panel was then opened up
to the audience for questions, of
which the first was one of advice
for those wanting to organize
events and raise awareness of issues locally.
“I’ve only been doing this
work for two years, and it’s a

tough job to get people engaged.
It’s a process, you have to educate, empower and really encourage folks to go out there and
make a difference,” Aguirre said.
“A predecessor of mine used
to preach about changing the
narrative. It’s telling people the
truth. Sometimes the truth is
nasty and not what people want
to hear. It’s very hard to listen to
the truth, but when you empower
people and you encourage them
to do something for the better,
it takes time and it’s a slow process, but once you get one or two
folks in, they get one or two folks
in,” he said.

Minorities uncertain of
their future with Trump
By Daulton James Jones
Reporter
On Nov. 8, the United States
chose Donald J. Trump to be our
president. This decision did not
come without anger and protest
from one side and rejoice from
the other. On Nov. 9, the protests against Trump were well
underway in cities such as New
York, Los Angeles, Miami, San
Francisco, Chicago and numerous other cities around the nation. Social media was buzzing
left and right with think pieces
from both sides, congratulatory
posts to Trump, disheartening
Hillary or third-party supporters expressing their outrage that
their candidate did not win.
One CNN reporter, Van
Jones, spoke about what he
thought about this election. He
said, “This election ended up
the way it did mainly because
this was not a minority decision. It was a middle American
decision, and that’s who Trump
targeted during his campaign.”
If this was truly not a minority/
marginalized group decision,
then how do they feel about it?
Bakersfield College Chicano
history professor Rosa Garza
had a few words to say regarding the outcome of the 2016
presidential election.
“Students are worried if they
are undocumented, whether or
not they can stay. Others are
worried about which programs
he’s going to get rid of like Financial Aid since some of the
people he is appointing don’t
really support the public school
system,” Garza said. “I’m a historian, so I’m not shocked by
this outcome. Many of the Chicanos and Latinos who voted
against Trump are well-versed
in our history and our issues.
There is a large part of the Latino community who are Repub-

lican and voted for Trump, and
they tend to lean more towards
the evangelical side, which is
fine.”
Looking at the public’s overwhelming refusal to accept the
outcome, Garza’s opinion isn’t
too far off from what many
people have been saying. Just
as people were against Trump,
others were supporting him.
Carlo Balmet, a first-time Latino voter and BC football player,
voted for Trump proudly.
“I voted for Trump because
I felt that he was the better
choice, and that he would help
out our economy more than
Clinton would. I wasn’t a big
fan of her from the beginning,”
Balmet said. “It was sad to see
how everyone reacted after the
election, but it’s their right to
protest so you can’t tell them
not to. I feel like he is going to
help boost our economy, and
get us back to a healthy financial state.”
Some people didn’t vote for
Trump or Hillary, they voted for
some of the third-party candidates such as Gary Johnson or
Jill Stein, simply because they
didn’t connect to the messages
of either candidate.
Tai Nguyen-Le, a Vietnamese-American, voted for Jill
Stein because he didn’t like
Trump or Hillary.
“I didn’t like either of them. I
thought that Donald was just a
bully, and I didn’t feel comfortable with Hilary enough in office. I don’t really trust her that
much. That’s why I just voted
third party,” Nguyen said.
People like Jennifer Bergman, who is a part of the LGBTQ community was an avid
Bernie Sanders supporter,
voted for Clinton not because
they supported her fully, but
she couldn’t let Trump win. “It
makes me so upset that people
didn’t vote or voted for Haram-

be and Hennessey. The point
wasn’t voting for Hilary, but it
was not letting him win. He is
not the right person to lead our
country,” Bergman said. “The
way he and his running mate
have spoken about the LGBTQ
community is disgusting and
outdated. How they threatened
to repeal the same-sex marriage
law. That’s insane to try, and
prevent or disrupt people’s happiness.”
One of the main emotions
many Americans displayed
based upon the reaction of the
public was surprise and shock.
Whether they were shocked
and/or surprised at who won,
or which states voted democrat
or republican, shocked and surprised fit the bill for majority of
the country.
Shanice Watson, a JamaicanAmerican political science major, wasn’t.
“I wasn’t shocked at the outcome of the election. It was just
more me sitting there, realizing
and processing what was going
on: that America actually decided this way.
“It just showed the truth about
how a lot of people may feel.”
Watson said. “I’m not shocked
that people are protesting in the
streets. People are tired of being
treated a certain way, and with
him being in office it’s unclear
if that will stop. He doesn’t support many of the things minorities do.”
With all of this, the main
question for America, especially minorities and people
from marginalized groups, is
where do we go from here? Do
they quit? Protest? Support the
president whether he was your
choice or not? What do we do
as a country? “We have to keep
trying and moving forward economically, financially, and socially. Don’t let these four years
break you,” said Watson.
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Renegades streak, season ends in playoffs
By Sam L. Jaime
Reporter
The season has ended for the
Bakersfield College women’s
volleyball team. After finishing
the regular season with a 20-8 record and carrying a 13-game win
streak into the postseason, the
Renegades fell in four sets to El
Camino College. The match was
tightly contested, as El Camino
outscored Bakersfield College
96-86, ending the Renegades
postseason journey just as it had
begun.
For Bakersfield College, the
loss leaves more to be desired,
as coach Carl Ferreira said, “The

For more volleyball photos see page 10

Long Beach 47, BC 41
Football

Bakersfield College
Long Beach

13 7
7 14 - 41
6 21 13 7 - 47

First Quarter
BC - Vickers 8 yd pass from De Leon
(Young PAT), 5:43.
LB - Minix 20 yd pass from Maier
(Garcia PAT blocked). 3:02.
BC - Tomlin 26 yd pass from De Leon
(Young missed PAT), 0:08.
Second Quarter
LB - Harris 7 yd run (Garcia PAT),
10:48.
BC - Vickers 95 yd kickoff return
(Young PAT), 10:31.
LB - Watson 11 yd pass from Maier
(garcia PAT), 6:55.
LB - Welch 10 yd pass from Maier
(Garcia PAT), 1:38.
Third Quarter
LB - Garcia 30 yd field goal, 8:50.
BC - Vickers 7 yd pass from De Leon
(Katona PAT), 4:31.
LB - Minix 14 yd pass from Maier
(garcia PAT), 2:05.
LB - Garcia 28 yd field goal, 0:51
LB
Fourth Quarter
BC - De Leon 1 yd run (Katona PAT), 35
10-16
13:20.
LB - Watson 75 yd pass from Maier 0-0
676
(Garcia PAT), 13:09.
BC - Ayers 2 yd run (Katona PAT),
3:33.
32-45-0
38-199
477
83
BC
22-181
22
First downs
2-1
10-16
3rd Down efficiency
7-45
0-1
4th Down efficiency
1-0
392
Total Offense
35:58
25-44-1
Comp-Att-Int
27-47
Rushes-yards
345
Passing Yards
155
Total Return Yards
7-69
Penalties-Yards
0-0
Fumbles-Lost
1-6
Sacks-Yards Lost
0-0
Interceptions-Yards
24:02
Time of Possession

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing – BC – Ayers 14-64, Vickers 1-2;
LB – Harris 21-126, Minix 5-29, Floyd 6-28,
Maier 5-22.
Passing – BC – De Leon 25-43 345 yds
3 Tds 1 INT; LB – Maier 32-45 477 yds 5
TDs 0 INT.
Receiving – BC – Tomlin 6-122, Vickers
10-97, Thind 5-75, Bowman 2-43, Ayers
2-18; LB – Welch 8-171, watson 3-99, Minix
7-73, Smith 4-33, Augello 2-32, Harris 2-21,
Collins 3-18, Moore 2-18, Dorsey 1-12.

Women’s Basketball

Nov. 19
Santa Ana 72, Bakersfield 67
Santa Ana 31 41 – 72
Bakersfield 31 36 – 67
Santa Ana top scorers – Ivicevic 21,
Varnadoe 16, Fruto 14, Ventura 9
Rebounds: Varnadoe 14, Ivicevic 4;
Assists: Ivicevic 3, Martinez 3; Team
shooting: 25-51; 3-point shooting: 4-12;
FT: 18-33; Team fouls: 15
Bakersfield top scorers – Nielson 19,
Olvera 12, Figueroa 11
Rebounds: Tevelde 12, Gonzalez 5;
Assists: Scott 9, Figueroa 4; Team
shooting: 28-65; 3-point shooting: 6-21;
FT: 5-12; Team fouls: 26

Nov. 22
Bakersfield 87, Victor Valley 60
Bakersfield
36 51 – 87
Victor Valley 24 36 – 60
Bakersfield top scorers: Croney 14,
Gonzalez 13, Tevelde 13
Rebounds: Kroeger 6, Tevelde 5
Assists: Scott 6, Olvera 5; Team shooting:
34-78; 3-point shooting: 4-24; Team
fouls: 20
Victor Valley top scorers – Hill 16, Loftis
10, Hernandez 10
Rebounds: Hill 6, Loftis 6; Assists: Cuevas
2, Hill 2; Team shooting: 21-54; 3-point
shooting: 4-18; FT: 14-22; Team fouls: 14

Women’s Soccer

Nov.17
Mt. San Jacinto 2, Bakersfield 0
Mt. San Jacinto goals: Destiny Blythe
(Vanessa Gutierrez), first half; Morgan
Schaaf (Hanna Kanagawa)
Shots: Bakersfield 5, Mt. San Jacinto 2
Saves: Riley Ludwig (Mt.) 5, BC 0

Men’s Basketball
Nov. 19
BC d. De Anza 71-49
Bakersfield College 36 35 71
De Anza
21 28 49
Bakersfield- Jaylunn English 17, Shane
Christie 10, Tucker Eenigenburg 9
Rebounds: Jaylunn English 8, Sean Leflore
5; Assists: Johnathon Murray 5, James
Pendelton 4, Henry Galinato 4; Team
Shooting: 26-62; 3-Pt Shooting: 5-19; FT:
14-18; Team Fouls: 12
De Anza- Chris Turner 16, Josh Bongers 9,
Steven Garverick 6
Rebounds: Simon Fansis 4, Marquel Hodge
4, Ifeanyi Ekechukwu 4; Assists: Ifeanyi
Ekechukwu 2, Michael Orlich 2, Simon
Fransis 2; Team Shooting: 19-53; 3-Pt
Shooting: 4-18; FT: 7-12; Team Fouls: 15
Bakersfield Thanksgiving Tournament
Nov. 25
BC d. Cerro Coso 110-59
Bakersfield College 51 59 110
Cerro Coso College 32 27 59
Bakersfield- Shane Christie 19, Jamar
Hammonds 19, Tucker Eenigenburg 16
Rebounds: Eenigenburg 11, Jaylunn
English 6, Sean Leflore 5; Assists:
Johnathon Murray 12, James Pendelton 6,
Treyvon Armstrong 5; Team Shooting:
43-76; 3-Pt Shooting: 6-19; FT: 18-23;
Team Fouls: 18
Cerro Coso- Tyrell Coleman 12, Sidney
Lloyd 11, Austin Dilley 7
Rebounds: Tyrell Coleman 10, Keenan
Washington 7, Michael Polman 4; Assists:
Tyrell Coleman 3, Matthew Poleman 1;
Team Shooting: 20-67; 3-Pt Shooting:
4-22; FT: 15-19; Team Fouls: 18

Nov. 26
BC d. Porterville 95-68
Bakersfield College 45 50 95
Porterville
25 43 68
Bakersfield College- Jaylunn English 23,
Jamar Hammonds 18, Johnathon Murray
11, Shane Christie 11
Rebounds: Jaylunn English 10, Henry
Galinato 9, Kyle Sturm 7, Sean Leflore 7;
Assists: Johnathon Murray 5, Sean Leflore
4, Shane Christie 4; Team Shooting: 32-68;
3-Pt Shooting: 4-14; FT: 27-39; Team
Fouls: 28
Porterville- Malik McCowan 24, Carlos
Angel 8, Da’Morea Green 7
Rebounds: Arthur Price 6, Eli Mascorro 4,
Malik McCowan 4; Assists: Malik McCowan
2, Steven Ulloa 2; Team Shooting: 22-57;
3-Pt Shooting: 2-10; FT: 22-34; Team
Fouls: 26
Nov. 27
Mt. San Jacinto
d. Bakersfield College 78-77
Mt. San Jacinto
34 37 7 78
Bakersfield College 39 32 6 77
Mt. San Jacinto- Carl Brown 17, Curtis
Weathers 13, Jaryn Taylor 12
Rebounds: Jeremy Bonifacio 9, Jaryn
Taylor 8, Tre Nottingham 5; Assists: Tre
Nottingham 9, Jeremy Bonifacio 2, Mat
Bradshaw 2; Team Shooting: 28-62;
3-Pt Shooting: 12-24; FT: 10-20; Team
Fouls: 17
Bakersfield College- Sean Leflore 17,
Jaylunn English 14, James Pendelton 12
Rebounds: Sean Leflore 7, Jamar
Hammonds 6, Shane Christie 5, Jaylunn
English 5; Assists: Johnathon Murray 5,
Jaylunn English 5, Jamar Hammonds 2;
Team Shooting: 29-59; 3-Pt Shooting:
7-21; FT: 12-19; Team Fouls: 17

Volleyball
WSC East
Nov. 16
BC d. Canyons 25-18, 25-18, 17-25, 25-17
Kills: Mackenzie Hernandez 15, Sophie
Ralphs 14, Brooke Horack 11; Assists: Reece
Stevenson 29, Mackenzie Hernandez 22,
Hannah Pope 3; Digs: Hanna Pope 19, Reece
Stevenson 12, Haley Sanchez 11.

SoCal Regional Playoffs
Round One
Nov. 22
El Camino d. BC 25-15, 26-24, 20-25, 25-22
Kills: Sophie Ralphs 13, Jourdan Muro
11, Brooke Horack 9; Assists: Mackenzie
Hernandez 24, Reece Stevenson 21, Hannah
Pope 3; Digs: Hannah Pope 16, Jourdan Muro
9, Haley Sanchez 7.

coolest thing about this team was
that we were still getting better. I don’t think we played our
best match of the year. We had a
lot to learn throughout the year,
and we were just climbing and
climbing. I thought we could win
two matches and get to state. It
was razor thin, but you have to
tip your hat, shake their hand,
and wish them well. I feel empty,
I feel like I’m supposed to be
writing my practice plan, I’m
supposed to be doing the next
scouting report, but that’s just the
postseason.”
Despite the abrupt exit from
the playoffs, Ferreira offered insight saying, “I gave up winning

and losing defining me a long
time ago. Sports give you the opportunity to look way past that.
Yes, there’s an arena of competition that defines winning and
losing. You’re going to enter,
you’re going to have a combative moment, then you’re going to
leave. I try to make sure we win
and lose the same way, if you
win, what did you learn? If you
lose, what did you learn? If you
can have some integrity about
what you do throughout that,
there’s a lot of value that players
can take with them beyond just
sports.”
While the women’s volleyball
team may have come up short in

their quest for the state championship, the bigger picture put
in place by Ferreira remains.
“What you want to do, is have
people leave better than when
they arrived. I’m a fan of instilling the correct morals and values
so that you’re better after the fact
than before you get there. Are
they more prepared to be better
volleyball players tomorrow than
they are today? Are they more
prepared to be better daughters,
did they learn something about
themselves that they can use in
the classroom? If you can answer yes to those questions, then
you’ve found success,” said Ferreira.

PHOTOS BY JOE BERGMAN SPECIAL TO THE RIP

Mackenzie Hernandez (22) sets the ball, and Reece Stevenson (above) dives for a dig in a win against Canyons.

Condors set to soar in outdoor hockey match
By Mario Saldaña
Reporter
The Bakersfield Condors team
outdoor game is just around the
corner at the Bakersfield College’s Memorial Stadium, and
in addition that there will also
be other public events and tournaments that will be happening
during the week of the game.
The Condors will play their first
outdoors classic game against
the Ontario Reign, that will be
part of the regular season.

Although this game will be
played during BC’s winter break
and many students are out of
classes to enjoy their days off,
there is a lot that this event will
offer for the public that students
should be informed about.
One of the events that will be
taking place during the week are
public skating sessions at the stadium from 4-9 p.m., and at noon
during Friday, Jan. 6 and Saturday, Jan. 7.
During the public skating sessions, there will also be more

activities to do during the day
at the stadium, like inflatable
obstacle courses for adults and
kids, as well as snowman building. This event will be happening
all week, and will be called Winterfest and an all-day pass for
this event is just $20. There will
also be a zip-line as well for an
additional charge of $10, which
will run over 200 feet above the
football field. The Winterfest
pass and unlimited zip-line rides
will be $50.
If you’re looking to watch

more hockey, the youth and adult
league hockey tournaments will
take a lot of the ice time, with
many different teams from out
of town, with roughly 60 youth
teams participating in the tournament. Also on Jan. 6 they will
host an NHL alumni/celebrity
hockey game, that will be free
admission with a Condorstown
outdoor classic ticket.
The game will be played on
Jan. 7. One can visit the Bakersfield Condors website for more
information.

BC falls short in Western State Bowl
By Kyle Cortez
Managing Editor
The Bakersfield College football team lost to Long Beach
City College 47-41 in the Western State Bowl game on Nov.19.
Cesar De Leon started at quarterback for the Renegades and he
went 25-for-43 passing with 345
yards, three touchdowns and he
also threw an interception. BC
could not get the running game
going against Long Beach, only
rushing for 47 yards on 27 attempts, which is good for an average of 1.7 yards per attempt.
Jakell Tomlin led the Renegades in receiving with six receptions for 112 yards and one
touchdown reception. Derrick
Vickers had 10 receptions for
97 yards and two touchdown receptions. Vickers also returned
a kickoff 95 yards for a touchdown.
“We played well. We gave
ourselves a chance to win at the
end. Long Beach is an extremely

talented team. It was a game that
went back and forth. I thought
our guys competed extremely
hard and they gave it everything
they had, Long Beach is very
talented, which is evidenced by
their record and the fact that they
beat Riverside and they’re the
only team to do it,” said head
coach Jeff Chudy.
The Renegades finished the
season 6-5 overall and 2-3 in the
National Northern Conference,
but they did end their season on a
three-game losing streak.
“We played two high quality teams that made the playoffs in Ventura and Long Beach
and those guys out executed us.
Two of the three games we obviously had a chance to win. The
Canyons game we had a chance
to win at the end and we didn’t
get it done, we just didn’t make
enough plays. Too many penalties against Canyons, and we
just ran out of gas against Long
Beach,” said Chudy.
Even though they finished on a

three-game losing streak, Chudy
still felt like his team had a good
year.
“We played inspired. We did
some good things. We gave ourselves a chance to play in November, which we did. We had a
chance to play for a conference
championship, which we did in
November, but we just didn’t
get it done,” said Chudy. “We
played into November, which we
were hoping to do. Our expectations were that we’re going to
go out and compete every week
and give it our best shot, which
I think we did. I think we came
out and played well and I think
we competed hard. We played 11
games and I think we came out
and competed in 11 games. We
played with some passion and
we gave it our best shot, as witnessed by the Long Beach game.
Our guys played until the final
play of the game.”
Chudy made sure to emphasize that football is a team sport
and that he wasn’t hung up on

achievements from individuals.
“You know, this is a team sport
and obviously you can go and
look at the statistics and we’ll
do our All-Conference team and
we’ll have guys that will get recognition. I’m more focused in on
what we did as a team and I was
proud of the way our guys competed and played until the end,”
said Chudy.
Chudy made it clear that
there’s still plenty of time until
next season and that he’s not exactly focused on that right now.
“We got an offseason to enjoy
the holidays. We’ll start cranking it up this spring. We’ll take it
one step at a time and this kind of
goes in phases.
“Right now, it’s a time for us
to focus in on finals and school
and get our stuff taken care of
academically. It’s time to spend
time with our families and enjoy the holidays, and we’ll come
back after the new year and we’ll
start worrying about next year
then,” said Chudy.

Women’s cross country places 24th at state
By Rip staff
The Bakersfield College women’s cross country team completed its season Nov. 19 at the
California Community College
State Championships at Woodward Park.
The women’s team placed

24th out of 27 teams with 555
points. Glendale College, with
five women in the top 16, won
the team title with 42 points.
BC’s Alyssa Morales placed
68th out of 199 finishers with
a 5-kilometer time of 20:05.4.
Other BC finishers were Sydney

Roman, 109th, 20:54.4; Julissa
Mendoza, 123rd, 21:14.0; Sarah
Voss, 161st, 22:08; Liliana Portillo, 186th, 23:34.8; Lidia Conteras, 192nd, 24:19.2; Cuesta’s
Miranda Daschian won the individual women’s title with a time
of 17:52.7.

The BC men’s team didn’t
qualify for the state meet. Riverside City College won the
team title with 88 points, and
Sean McDermott of Cuesta won
the men’s individual title, placing first out of 209 finishers in
20:06.0 on the four-mile course.
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Women’s basketball secures its first win
By Kyle Cortez
Managing Editor

The Bakersfield College
women’s basketball team (1-5
overall) won its first game of
the season against Victor Valley
87-60 on Nov. 22, after losing its
first five games of the season.
The Renegades opened up
their season with a loss to Riverside City College 86-73 on Nov.
3.
Octavia Croney led the Renegades with 19 points. Marissa
Figueroa and Kennedy Nielson
were the only other players to
score in double figures for the
Renegades. BC shot 31.3 percent
(26-83) from the field and only
20.8 percent (5-24) from threepoint range. The Renegades also
only hit 44.4 percent (16-36) of
their free throws and they were
outrebounded by Riverside 7344.
BC lost to Pasadena City College 70-51 on Nov.4. Figueroa
was the only Renegade to score
more than 10 points.
The Renegades struggled
shooting, only shooting 27.7 percent (18-65) from the field and
23.8 percent (5-21) from threepoint range.
BC also only made 47.6 per-

cent (10-21) of their free throws
and was once again outrebounded 62-31.
The Renegades then lost to
Rio Hondo College 63-49 on
Nov.11. Figueroa was once
again the only Renegade to score
in double figures. BC’s shooting
woes continued with a 29.2 (2172) shooting percentage from
the field and a 19.2 (5-26) shooting percentage from three-point
range. BC was outrebounded for
the third straight game 49-34.
BC then lost to Cerritos College 87-71 on Nov.12.
MacKenzie Tevelde led the
Renegades with 17 points and 13
rebounds.
BC shot 34.4 percent (22-64)
from the field and 34.8 percent
(8-23) from three-point range.
Cerritos shot 50.0 percent (2958) from the field and 58.8 percent (10-17) from three-point
range. Cerritos outrebounded
BC 53-34.
BC then lost a close one to
Santa Ana College 72-67 on
Nov. 19.
The Renegades were led by
Nielson, who had 19 points and
four steals.
BC was able to shoot over 40
percent for the first time this season, shooting 43.1 percent (28-

believe about sports.
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Marisa Figueroa (21) gets ready to run the floor with Julie Olvera (14) against Santa Ana.
65) from the field. Santa Ana
outrebounded BC 44-30.
“Defensively, my team has
been doing a great job. We really disrupt our opponents forcing lots of steals and turnovers.
Our nemesis has been turn-

ing those into buckets. Against
Santa Ana, we really turned the
corner offensively and had several lead changes in the game.
All five teams were very strong
programs. Our defense will continue to get better and we need to

value our possessions and need
to do a much better job on the
boards. Last night was huge for
us. We had the lead from the beginning. I am excited for the rest
of the season,” said head coach
Paula Dahl.

JOE BERGMAN / SPECIAL TO THE RIP

Jamar Hammonds (15) gets fouled while going up for a
layup. Hammonds scored 19 points against Cerro Coso.

JOE BERGMAN / SPECIAL TO THE RIP

Treyvon Armstrong (11) drives the lane against Cerro Coso College. BC went on to beat
Cerro Coso College 110-59 in the Bakersfield Thanksgiving Tournament.

BC men’s basketball team loses to Mt. San Jacinto in the
Bakersfield Thanksgiving Tournament championship 78-77
By Sam L. Jaime
Reporter

JOE BERGMAN / SPECIAL TO THE RIP

The Bakersfield College men’s
basketball team fell two points
shy of a tournament championship victory, losing to Mt. San
Jacinto 78-77 in an overtime loss
in the finale of the Bakersfield
Thanksgiving Tournament. The
loss was preceded by two blowout victories in which the Renegades outscored their opponents
by 78 points.
In the first game of the tournament Nov. 25 against Cerro
Coso, the Renegades closed the
first half with a 19-point lead,
outscoring Cerro Coso 51-32.
The Renegades continued to
score in the second half, putting
up 59 points to Cerro Coso’s 27,

completing the 51-point blowout
with a final score of 110-59.
Bakersfield College continued
its success Nov. 26 against Porterville College.
The Renegades capitalized on
another solid first half, outscoring Porterville 45-25.
In the second half, the Renegades again pulled away, as they
had the previous day, resulting in
a 27-point victory and a spot in
the championship game Nov. 27
against Mt. San Jacinto.
At the end of a tightly contested first half against Mt. San
Jacinto in the championship
round, Bakersfield College led
by 5 points.
The Renegades held a 3-point
lead in the final moments of the
second half, only to watch Mt.

San Jacinto’s Tre Nottingham
sink his only basket from behind
the arc, sending the game into
overtime.
In overtime, Bakersfield College couldn’t stop Mt. San Jacinto, who outlasted the Renegades,
putting up 7 points.
Bakersfield College student
Brandon Nebitt said, “I’m surprised. We have a good team this
year. I figured we’d beat these
guys, especially because we beat
Cerro Coso by what, 50 points?
Still, what an exciting game; for
it to be so close, and to go into
overtime, that was rough.” The
Renegades will vie for another
chance to win a tournament
championship on Dec. 2 against
Fullerton as part of the Antelope
Valley College Tournament.

Renegade women’s soccer eliminated in play-in game
By Kyle Cortez
Managing Editor
The Bakersfield College women’s soccer team lost their Southern Regional
Play-in game against Mt. San Jacinto 2-0
on Nov. 17.

The
greatest
escape
E9: What you wouldn’t

Men’s basketball falls in championship

James Pendelton goes up for a layup against Cerro Coso
College. Pendelton finished the game with 13 points.

Column

Destiny Blythe scored in the fourth
minute for Mt. San Jacinto.
Morgan Schaaf scored the second goal
for Mt. San Jacinto in the 61st minute.
BC had five shots on goal but they were
not able to score.
The Renegades finished their season
going 11-8-2 overall and 5-3 in the West-

ern State-East Conference.
Freshman Odalys Espinoza led the
team with 12 goals and 28 points.
Sophomore Amelia Lopez was second
on the team with 11 goals and 25 points.
Sabrina Sanchez led the team with 6 assists on the season.
The Renegades won five of their last

six games to make it into the Southern
Regional Play-in game.
“I was really happy with the team this
season. I like the style of play that we developed. We were very attack-minded. It
gives us a lot to build on going into next
year,” said head coach Scott Dameron
about his team’s season.

I’m amused when people
can’t understand why sports
are so important. Sure, no
box score or game has ever
had any long-lasting impact,
and no matter who’s won or
lost, to this point, the world
has continued to turn. For
many of you, athletes are just
grown
men
and women
playing kid’s
games. You
write off athletes and the
sports
they
play in any
Sam L. Jaime
non-Olympic
competition, because unless
your nation’s reputation is at
stake, it doesn’t matter.
Like many, I was programmed at youth to believe sports mattered, that
the outcome of games and
storylines of individuals I’d
never meet had some teachable importance. I’ve consistently celebrated World
Series championships and
languished in defeat, many
miles from any actual relevance to the matter. It’s always felt natural to have this
obsession, just another part of
life, my yearly risk of stroke
and heart attack.
Yet as I press ever toward
the latter stages of my life, I
have begun to contemplate
my reverence. I think of what
has carried me to this very
moment, and why it has been
such a closely held part of my
consciousness.
My obsession started as a
small child in my backyard,
playing catch with my dad.
It’s impossible to not become
emotional when I reminisce
about those times, feeling
every bit like the scene from
“Field of Dreams.” My only
memory of attending a professional football game pre2013 was traversing through
the stadium atop my dad’s
shoulders, silver and black
jelly beans in hand, ready to
watch the then-Los Angeles
Raiders. I could write novels
about the moments of my life
like that one.
Maybe it was those bonding moments, or clever programming, that deeply rooted
my passion for sports, I truly
couldn’t say. Yet as I get older,
I can tell you that sports have
a mystical power. I’ve seen
stadiums packed to the brim,
with thousands of people connected in a singular moment.
I’ve seen entire cities rally
around teams, citizens lining
the streets in victory parades.
I’ve seen a home run off the
bat of Mike Piazza allow New
York to momentarily forget
the tragedy of 9/11.
That escape, regardless of
its length, is afforded to all
who simply take the time to
forget the real world. After
all, sports aren’t real, this
very truth makes sports enjoyable. It’s our ability to lose
our sense of age, of time, of
place, and of reason that enables us to subscribe to something grander.
Ironically, it may be this
connective escape that is reality. Maybe the things we
stress over daily should be
washed away in favor of playing catch in the backyard.
When you can understand
this sort of power sports holds
over some of us, their ability
to bring tears and smiles to
our faces in undulating transition, their absurdity seems
to dissolve. I think of all the
harrowing stories I’ve heard
about athletes who came from
poverty, across treacherous
seas, and political boundaries
to make a life for themselves
and their families. In this, I
believe sports have the potential to guide all of us, whether
from distant lands, or atop our
father’s shoulders toward an
awareness much bigger than
ourselves.
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Members of the Bakersfield College women’s volleyball team celebrate match point against College of the Canyons. The
victory secured the Renegades the WSC-East Conference Championship.

BC volleyball captures
conference championship

PHOTOS BY JOE BERGMAN / SPECIAL TO THE RIP

Above: BC’s Mackenzie Hernandez (22) and Brooke
Horack (14) go up for the block. Below: Mackenzie
Hernandez (22) dives in an attempt to save the ball.
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Above: BC’s Hannah Pope (2) digs the ball in the match
against College of the Canyons. Right: Haley Sanchez (10)
positions herself to dig the ball.
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Above: BC’s Brooke Horack (14) goes up for the ball in the
match against College of the Canyons. Below: Coach Carl
Ferreira watches his team in action against College of the
Canyons.

